Abstract -Sagnac fiber optic current sensor(S-FOCS) is a kind of precision instrument based on optical polarization and optical interference theory. There are several kinds of error characteristics from optical components in S-FOCS, including polarizer, integrated optical chip, quarter-wave retarder, sensing head and so on. With these errors, linearly polarized light wave in PM fiber and circularly polarized light wave in sensing fiber become elliptically polarized light wave, then, nonreciprocal phase shift induced by magnetic field of the current is interrupted by wrong polarization state. Focused on optical polarization error in S-FOCS, we analyze the characteristics of polarization errors associated with optical components in S-FOCS theoretically, and we demonstrate the methods to build optical polarization error models by using Poincare sphere and Jones matrix respectively. Then, based on model of polarization state in S-FOCS, we carry out simulation of polarization error characteristics in S-FOCS, and theoretically investigate the influence of several main error factors on optical polarization characteristics, including polarizer, phase delay in quarter-wave retarder, splice angular between quarter-wave retarder and PM fiber.
I . Introduction
Sagnac fiber optic current sensors (S-FOCS) have a number of inherent advantages over conventional current sensing techniques [1, 2] , which becomes very attractive for metering, control, and protection in high-voltage substations, especially in harsh environments, including broad dynamic range, high measuring accuracy, excellent insulating performance, and so on. In S-FOCS, the nonreciprocal phase shift is accumulated by circularly polarized light waves traveling in opposite polarization directions with respect to the magnetic field produced by the current to be measured. To restrict optic amplitude polarization error and optic intensity polarization error in S-FOCS, it is, therefore, necessary to produce and maintain high-quality states of circular polarization within the sensing fiber [3] , and high-quality states of linear polarization within the polarization maintaining (PM) fiber. In practice, several key components in optic loop show error characteristics, including polarizer, quarter-wave retarder and sensing head, which induces linearly polarized light wave in PM fiber and circularly polarized light wave in sensing fiber to be elliptically polarized light wave, then nonreciprocal phase shift induced by magnetic field of the current is interrupted by wrong polarization state.
Focusing on optical polarization error in Sagnac fiber optic current sensor, in this paper, propagation process of light wave is analyzed, polarization model is demonstrated, and methods to evaluate the influence of polarization error to S-FOCS's performance are proposed. First, we describe polarization characteristic in S-FOCS by using Poincare sphere method, and build model of polarization state by using Jones matrix. Then, based on model of polarization state in S-FOCS, we theoretically investigate the influence of several main error factors on optical polarization characteristics, including polarizer, phase delay in quarter-wave retarder, splice angular between quarter-wave retarder and PM fiber. Finally, we quantify nonreciprocal phase shift to be detected in S-FOCS with optical polarization error.
II. Description of Optical Polarization State in S-FOCS
The structure of interferometric Sagnac fiber optic current sensor is shown in Fig. 1 , the light wave propagation process in S-FOCS can be described as follows. Light from source is directed through a single-mode fiber coupler to a fiber polarizer. The polarized light is equally split into two beams, and converted to circularly polarized light waves by a quarterwave retarder just prior to the sensing region. Two beams light travel in opposite directions with respect to the magnetic field, and return to linear polarization states on passing through the quarter-wave retarder on the return trip, finally, they back together and interfered in polarizer and coupled to the detector. A phase shift caused by the magnetic field is produced between the two circularly polarized polarization modes in the sensing region, which is two times the single-pass Faraday rotation [4] .
Mutual conversion between linear polarization state and circular polarization state is an important issue, and the conversion process can be analyzed with Jones matrix as follows. Non 
where γ is angular between axes of PM fiber and quarter-wave retarder, [M] γ,λ/4 is Jones matrix of quarter-wave retarder. Eq (2 ) shows that x P changes to circularly polarized light wave.
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III . Modeling of optical polarization characteristics in S-FOCS
To meet the index requirement of FOCS accuracy within ±0.2%, it is critical to restrain polarization errors [5] , which result from spurious interference of light traveling around the optical loop in the wrong polarization state. There are several kinds of polarization state in S-FOCS, which makes polarization analysis of S-FOCS complex, as polarization state may change anywhere within PM fiber and single mode sensing coil, and some light couples to the wrong polarization state by means of polarization cross-coupling, depending on optical components' performance and fiber's birefringence induced by internally or externally stresses, such as inherent imperfections, temperature, vibration, and so on. Polarization state changes fast enough to introduce a phase difference between counter propagating waves, such as time varying nonreciprocal. These errors appear as a nonreciprocal phase shift indistinguishable from that induced by current, and influence the bias and scale factor stability of S-FOCS [1, 6, 7] . Jones matrix provide a mathematically rigorous method of tracking polarization, however, they often lead to a less intuitive description. Despite the mathematical complexity of some phenomena observed in S-FOCS, the Poincare sphere provides elegant and simple geometrical interpretations. Focused on polarization characteristics in S-FOCS, this section describes polarization evolving process with Poincare sphere and Jones matrix, then, builds mathematical model of polarization state inS-FOCS. Jones matrix and Poincare sphere are combined, and they offer both a mathematical representation and an intuitive interpretation of nonreciprocal polarization effects in S-FOCS. ( , , ) cos 2 ,sin 2 cos ,sin 2 sin along longitude. After transmission in sensor head, the two waves pass through quarter-wave retarder, optical polarization evolutes from circular polarization state to linear polarization state, and the process can be described in Fig.3 . 
IV . Polarization error characteristics in S-FOCS
In practice, polarization performance of light-wave in S-FOCS is susceptible to several factors, such as inherent defects of optical components, temperature stability, vibration, equipment aging, and current value deviates from the theory value. Polarization error sources in S-FOCS include linearly polarized error and circularly polarized error. Linearly polarized error source includes polarization degree error of polarized light-wave traveling from polarizer, integrated optical chip splitting ratio error, 45º splice angular alignment error between PM fiber and retarder, and sensing fiber linear birefringence error. Circularly polarized error source includes 90º phase shift error in retarder.
A. Polarization Degree Error of Polarized Light -wave
Traveling from Polarizer Polarizer lies in common point with light-wave's entering and exiting, and has the function to filter polarized light-wave undesired, which ensures reciprocity of light-wave in S-FOCS. Polarizer's performance influence measurement accuracy, imperfect polarizer will induce polarization state randomly coupling, and express intensity-type polarization error in S-FOCS [1, 3, 4] .
The output intensity resulting from the interference of two returning linear optic waves is given by   
where  is error factor of polarizer, po M is Jones matrix of polarizer. Eq. (4) shows that the output intensity of light-wave interference signal is disturbed by polarizer's error factor  , then, the capacity of minimum current resolution in S-FOCS is decreased. Nonreciprocal phase shift induced by Faraday magnetic field are interested, then, light-wave interference signal intensity 2 2 0 (1 ) I   has no effect on phase to be measured by using closed loop control technology, therefore, imperfect polarizer doesn't affect measurement accuracy, phase to be measured of () 
Phase to be measured of () I  is not disturbed by integrated optical chip splitting ratio error, in spite of light-wave intensity is influenced.
C. Axial Splice Angular Alignment Error between IOC and
Retarder Jones matrix of quarter-wave retarder with splice angular of γ can be obtained by Eq. (2) . The output intensity resulting from the interference of two returning linear optic waves is given by   (6) To eliminate stationary bias in signal processing unit, the subtraction is designed between the accumulation of the signal intensity in the positive and negative offset square wave, and we can obtain sin 2 sin ( ) ( ) arctan sin 2 1 sin 2 cos ( )
It can be seen from Eq. (7) that the relationship between the recovered phase shift () The relationship between scale factor and splice angular is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that the recovered phase shift 
V . Conclusion
Polarization error characteristics affect the accuracy and stability of the Sagnac fiber optic current sensor, then, we have carried out a theoretical investigation on the polarization error characteristics against the variations of the quality of polarizer, phase delay in quarter-wave retarder, 45º splice angular between quarter-wave retarder and PM fiber in S-FOCS. Imperfect polarizer in S-FOCS induces polarization degree error, however, polarized light-wave passing through the polarizer doesn't affect measurement accuracy, and phase to be measured in S-FOCS still meets the relationship of 2VN, on condition of meeting minimum current resolution requirement. Intensity of two light-wave in fiber loop with clockwise and counterclockwise propagation direction distributes unequally, when splitting ratio of integrated optical chip in S-FOCS deviates 50:50, however, the splitting ratio error has no effect on S-FOCS's measurement accuracy. However, the scale factor of Sagnac fiber interferometer current sensor deviates from the value 2VN when either the quarter-wave retarder is imperfect, or splice angular between quarter-wave retarder and PM fiber not equal 45º . In addition, linear birefringence in the fiber sensing lead is still major polarization error factors to consider.
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